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I Introduction

Wide categories of computation problems have not been adequately solved
yet, even though some of them have been researched for decades. Frequently,
the solution has been thought to reside in more computing power, only to dis-
cover that the problem continues to evade ever faster machines. The most
prominent example is artificial intelligence, but also included are machine vi-
sion, speech recognition, machine understanding, robotic control, language
translation, and handwriting recognition. This class of problems share many
common characteristics:

• selection of a best pattern from a large number of stored
patterns

• learning and adaptability

• good generalization when presented with incomplete data

• quick response or recognition times

• sensitivity to contexts

• parallelism and non-procedural function

• ability of people to perform many of these functions virtu-
ally without effort

Existing computers and computational methods seem to reach a point of di-
minishing returns when applied to such problems. Although research is still
proceeding, it appears that quick progress in each of these areas was made in-
itially through procedural algorithms but slowed down as subtleties in the
problem increased difficulty by orders of magnitude. Many researchers no

• longer believe that faster machines and more clever algorithms are the an-

i swer. Others have long contended that more appropriate methods of computa-tion could be discovered through biological research into the function of nerve
cells and interconnected groups of neurons. This research is now yielding a
rich understanding of a highly parallel computing method called neural net-
works.

Neural networks provide some solid computational answers and expeditious
solutions to these difficult problems, although the technology is far from ma-
ture. In the process of discovery, many other problems are found to have bet-
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ter solutions through neural networking, such as mixing batches of industrial
• chemicals, predicting stock market values, rating loan risk, making medical

diagnoses, and analyzing or validating data. In many cases, businesses are
using these improved techniques to competitive advantage and are frequently
keeping successful applications confidential.

Neural networks will likely become embedded in many mundane applications
as integrated circuits directly embody specific functions, euch as voice recogni-
tion in cellular phones and adaptable home thermostats to save on energy
costs. Workstations may have voice recognition cards which will adapt to a
user's voice for reliable continuous-speech control using neural net tech-
niques. A number of prominent neural network leaders feel that within 10 to
20 years, a practical, autonomous household robot will not only be possible,
but also economical enough for average consumers.

Assessment of practical applications of neural network technology requires
employees able to identify potential uses. This review will hopefully assist in
that endeavor.

I II I _ I III IIIIII
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2 HistoricalBackground

Neural network is a relatively new buzzword in computing technology, and
yet its roots go back to the beginning of digital computation in the late 1940s
into the 1960s. As its name implies, it is based on a biologically-inspired
model of computing. The mysteries of how biological neurons compute are
now being revealed at an increasing rate, although the basic model of the
function of an individual neuron was laid out around 1940. Frank Rosenblatt
of MIT was the field's most visible popularizer throughout the early 1960s,
with his "Perceptron" pattern recognition machine.

In 1968, several MIT colleagues wrote the book Perceptrons to explore the
limitations of perceptrons, which galvanized a movement against research
funding in exploring neural computing. Only in 1984, aider California physi-
cist John J. Hopfield re-popularized the concept of neural networks through
his success in solving the "traveling salesman" problem, did funding again be-
come generally available. In the interim, biologists continued making discov-
eries to unravel biological neural networks, and this work is continuing
today. A few "pure neural net" researchers also continued work, frequently
without support. Their efforts created a new basis from which research could
begin. Of these, Stephen Grossberg of Boston University made tremendous
strides, stressing mathematical rigor in his development of biologically-based
models.

Since 1984, neural nets have regained respectability and funding. Neural net-
works are actually a broad research area today, not a single technology ready
for purchase. Even at this relatively early stage of_development, neural net-
works have been very successful in solving several applications. Popular suc-
cess can breed disenchantment, however; several r_esearchers feel that
popular attention has forced them to work prematurely on applications, be-
fore the basic research had attained a comprehen_ve footing. Following pre-
vious patterns of introduction of technological innovations, disenchantment
with neural nets again seems likely. But the issu_ of technology impact is not
popularity, but rather futures and implementation. One potential barrier to
deployment may be culture: neural network application requires an entirely
separate conceptual outlook compared with conventional data processing.
This review evaluates neural nets from several perspectives: historical, bio-
logical, research, philosophical, applications, and especially, futures.

3
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The purpose of this review is not to provide a tutorial on neural network
mathematical models. Several books published within the last year do so
rather well, although a definitive text has yet to be written. Rather, this re-
view presents a cursory overview of the historical and biological origins of
neural nets, followed by a brief explanation of basic terms of biology, end
then of neural nets. A conceptual overview of some of the more popular mod-
els is then followed by explanations of several biologically based models of
psychological phenomena which have implications for the historically difficult
problems of cognition. MAVIN, an MIT research robot with control embodied
solely in networks of neural nets, is described. Hardware on which to imple-
ment nets is broken into several major categories, discussed separately, with
some emphasis on future developmental possibilities. Optical computing is de-
scribed for the close congruence with, and potential applications for, neural
networks.

To appreci_.te the significance of neural nets, one must have some under-
standing of"the big picture," a global perspective of what this technology is,
and its relationship to other computing technologies.

But what are neural networks? And how will they fit into tomorrow's applica-
tions--or today's?

What are Neural Networks?

Neural networks are in some ways all that computers are not. They are not
" sequential and are not programmed. They learn by observation, not by being

programmed. They could be thought of as being "intuitive," although the
more technical terms "collective emergent" or "non-local" are a more frequent
description. They are the ultimate in parallel computing as each of many ele-
ments performs a very simple non-varying function. They promise to provide
capabilities which computers haven't been able to achieve: speech recogni-
tion, pattern recognition, visual scene analysis, multi-dimensional control,
and many others.

As the name implies, the neural network concept has its roots in the model-
ing of biologically-based brains ("wetware"). By 1940, several properties of the
most basic unit of the brain, a single cell known as a neuron, were known.

i Figure 1 (see the next page) shows a neuron, with significant parts labeled.

4
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Denddtes

Figure I' Biological neuron

Although there are many different types of neurons, most seem to conform to
the same model of operation. The axon, or long output filament, conducts
nerve pulses in one direction only, away from the cell body, to the inputs, or
dendrites, of other nerve cells, or possibly into a muscle cell. The dendrites of
the neuron form a dendritic tree, so called because it looks like a tree with
many branches, that collects many input signals, funneling them in one direc-
tion towards the cell body. The points at which this dendritic tree contacts
other neurons are called synapses, which could be thought of as leaves on a
tree. The dendritic tree of a cortical neuron is thought to contain as many as
100,000 synapses. These synapses perform a very important function. Syn-
apses can vary how well they conduct a signal from one nerve's output signal
to the dendritic input, as a function oflearning. The mechanism by which syn-
apses vary their connection strengths is not yet well understood, The commu-
nication between nerve cells at the synapse is accomplished by means of
specialized chemicals called neurotransmitters. A synapse can either make
transmission in the dendritic tree more likely to occur (in the case of an exci-
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tatory synapse), or make the transmission less likely (in the case of an inhibi-
tory synapse). Neurons act by creating an electrical charge inside the cell
which is triggered to rapidly depolarize, or fire, based on the collective condi-
tion of all inputs and synapses in the dendritic tree. Neurons will discharge
in 0.001 of a second, and recharge themselves in 0.1 to 0.01 second.

Nerve signals travel down the axon output (which can be several feet long for
neurons controlling muscles) at a rate of 100 meters/sec, or less. By contrast,
sigaals in electrical circ',_its travel near the speed of light, or 300,000,000 me-
ters/sec. How is it that we can recognize a familiar face almost instantly,
when statistical pattern recognition cannot practically accomplish the task in
any amount of time, although the signals are traveling three million times
faster? Clearly this example demonstrates that classical computing methods
are inappropriate for wide categories of tasks.

We have defined the "classical" model of a neuron. There are many variations
of this model found in biology. Retinal cells permit eyes to perceive hght, and
have no dendrites; olfactory cells don't exactly fire, and learning may involve

' mechanisms other than changes in the synapses. In 1943, a mathematical
model of this classical neuron was developed, as illustrated in Figure 2:

X2 y output

X n-'_

. Figure2: Mathematical model of a neuron

Synaptic connection strengths are called weights (wi), which are multipliedby input signals x(i). The weights typically can be between 0 and 1 for excita-
tory connections, or between -1 and 1 for both excitatory and inhibitory con-

nections. All signal strengths are added together. A threshold function is thenapplied to obtain the value of the output y. This threshold function is key in

I making neural networks work. Any valid non-linear function will do (some

are shown in Figure 3 on the next page):

F I _ II II _
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Figure 3: Sample valid non-linear functions

The function' performed by this element can be written mathematically as:

n

y=f( wx)i=I

Perceptrons

From the beginning of brain research, two essential functions were obvious:
pattern recognition and control. Of these, pattern recognition has received
more attention. Initial development of what is now known as neural net-
works did not really begin until about 1950 because of the lack ofbackgrolmd
research and because of unavailability of any hardware or technique with
which to embody models. Development was on equal footing with computing--
nonexistent--because there were no computers until about this time, either.
During the 1950s, Frank Rosenblatt of MIT developed the first neural net-
work based on the McCullock-Pitts model. This machine, called the Percep-

tron, was made from crude (by today's standards) analog circuitry, and was a
pattern classifier or recognizer. It attempted to recognize visual patterns and
garnered much popular attention.

A Percep_ron neural network is a network of neurons, as is shown in Figure 4
(see the next page):

?
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Input Layer Hidden Layer OutputLayer
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x 3
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Figure 4: Perceptron neural network

The vertical stacks of processing elements in this figure represent a layer. All

processing elements of a layer get inputs from the same set of source ele-
ments, and deliver to the same set of target elements, with each element hmc-
tioning independently of all others. Sometimes a layer is considered to be a
2.dimensional array of processing elements. Usually the first layer is consid-
ered as a fan-out of the input terminals--not really a true layer. A neural net

may have zero, one, or more hidden layers. A hidden layer is so named be-
cause it cannot be logically observed from either the input or output signals.
The perceptron is an example of a feed-forward network; that is, no output
signal is fed back into the layer from which it is generated, or to any earlier
layer. Many important neural networks have extensive feedback and are said
to be recurrent.

The XOR problem

The Perceptron also had some limitations, which were clearly explained in
the book Perceptrons by Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert, both also of
MIT. For example, no one had any good ideas how to set the weights on the
hidden layers. Chief among the limitations was the _Exclusive-OR" problem.
The ou_.put from a single layer perceptron could only distinguish between val-
ues of the input values which were linearly separable; that is, they could not
distinguish a pattern that occurred in disconnected regions. Perce,_trons also

I L I IIIIII _J] IIII Pl IIII
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said that "... our intuitive judgment that the extension [to multilayer sys-
tems] is sterile" (p. 232), and generally expressed sharply negative opinions
about perceptrons. This condemnation by prestigious authors galvanized the
research community against funding this type of research for nearly 15 years.
The pessimism of Minsky and Papert may have been accentuated by their
conviction about the validity of the serial Artificial Intelligence (AI) para-
digm. During the 1960s, apparent progress in the model of intelligence em-
bodied in the LISP programming language, which espoused logical, symbolic
processing, had captivated many researchers, including Minsky and Papert.

Kolmogorov's Theorem

Condemnation was premature, however. Methods of training multiple layers
of networks have been discovered. And some mathematical results, known as
the Kolmogorov theorem, imply that any discrimination task can be accom-
plished in at most three layers. This theorem is not a cookbook formula for de-
scribing how to create a neural network to recognize something; it only says
that it is mathematically possible to discriminate or recognize any pattern in
no more than three layers. Cybenko of Tufts University formally extended
this theorem to neural networks in 1988 to demonstrate that only one hidden
layer is sufficient.

Relation to Serial AI

Work on Artificial intelligence (AI) began about the time John McCarthy of
MIT invented the LISP programming language to express logical, symbolic
propositions in the early 1960s. Initial successes in AI convinced many re-
searchers that intelligence works in a serial and symbolic fashion. AI still has
many ardent supporters, although the field has not experienced any signifi-
cant breakthroughs in many years. AI models intelligent behavior by sequen-
tially deciding truth propositions of symbolsuvariables which stand for
real-life objects or concepts. Its strength is that every proposition is decided
in a binary manner, which can be modeled very effectively on digital comput-
ers. Complex logic, which involves context or propositions beyond yes-or-no,
can be built up of many yes-or-no symbolic propositions. The AI paradigm per-
mits development of a context built up over time, and the next expected input
symbol is usually one of a very limited set, over which a truth proposition can
be rapidly computed.

The largest experiment today in the conventional AI paradigm is the ongoing
CYC project, headed by Douglas Lenat at the MCC consortium. This ten-year
project, now half completed, has as its goal the creation of an AI machine
with "every-day common sense," able to read and interpret a newspaper arti-
cle the way a person would. If CYC reaches its goal, research into other pa-
rameters, such as response time, storage space, context change times, etc.
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will be warranted. It remains to be seen how much like human intelligence
CYC will perform.

Expert systems (ES) can be described as the most successful offspring of AI.
Expert systems are being embedded within many commercial applications
and perform specific subfunctions, such as natural language parsing.

The differentiating factors between AI and ES appear to be that ES are not
experimental and limit the range of attempted intelligence to table-driven
rule bases.

Neural nets and AI are in many ways the opposites of each other, and yet nei-
ther creates logic not reachable by the other. Ultimately, it will probably be a
matter of engineering to determine which of the two approaches to utilize for
a particular application. Most neural nets in use today are simulations of
very small nets done in a conventional, serial, computer. And McColloch and
Pitts showed before 1950 that their limited neuron model could be configured
to execute any Turing machine, which implies that neural networks can be ar-
ranged, at least mathematically, to perform any digital and serial logical func-
tion. But this observation of mathematical potentialities obscures the
strength of neural nets, as compared with more conventional techniques.
What neural nets can do well is global optimization executed in parallel, or si-
multaneous and massively parallel pattern matching with generalization.
These are functions which are computationally infeasible to do to any practi-
cal extent using conventional serial computing methods because of the re-
quired execution time.

Relation to Connectionism

Connectionism is a creation of the Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP)
group headed by Rumelhart and McClelland about ten years ago. Connection-
ism is a "blend" of AI and neural networks. Whereas the model for neural net-
works is the physical nerves, connectionism attempts to model the brain at a
functional level. Connectionism recognizes massive parallelism by modeling
networks of active computing elements. Semantic tokens are represented by
single network units or by patterns of activity in a large population ofunits.
The connectionist form of processing can embody powerful semantic net repre-
sentations. Connectionism captures some features of neural nets: ability to
generalize; simultaneous presentation of multiple constraints or contexts in
problem-solving, an expansion of which creates associative memory; and
highly parallel processing. Connectionism also shares, to some extent, the
emergent property of neural networks: that rules or entities appear during de-
velopment or training rather than being explicit symbols, if the implementa-
tion permits self-organization. Connectionism can be thought of as the
application of neural networks to symbolic processing but in its immaturity is
far from being an accepted practice for practical applications.

.J I I I I I IlIIIIfl i II I III Illl
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Relation to FuzzyLogic

"Fuzzylogic"existstosoRenthehardyes-or-norulesoflogicaldecision.mak-
inginherentinsymboliclogicsystems,suchasAI orexpertsystems.Effec-
tively,thevariablesofthelogicsystemassumea defined"probabilitydensity
function"ratherthanbeingyes-or-no,butstillperformaccordingtothepre-
definedrulesprogrammedin.Incontrast,neuralnetworkssimplyobserve
thedatatheyarepresentedwith,trainingthemselvestoperformaccordingto
somecriteria.Itmakes littledifferencewhetheroneisattemptingtocreate
anaccuratemodelforforecastingortrainingforaction,sincethesefunctions
arelargelyequivalent.Forneuralnetworks,the"fuzziness"ofthevariables
isonlythatinherentintheraw data.Relationshipspreviouslyunsuspected
withindataelementsofa systemhavebeenuncoveredonnumerousocca-
sionsby neuralnetworks,suchasgeneticpatternsorunderwaterobjects.
Thisistheemergentpropertyalludedtointhepreviousparagraph.Abilityto
analyzeinputdata,ortoincorporatethenew dataintoprevioushistoryis
lackingfromfuzzylogicorexpertsystems,withoutexceptionalaprioriex-
plicitprogramming.Fuzzylogicis--andwillbe--aviabletoolformany engi-
neeredapplicationsbutisdistinctfromneuralnetworks.
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3 Neural Network Models

The technology of neural networks is possible through the development of a
limited number of specific configurations of idealized mathematical neurons
that have defined properties and have been demonstrated to solve particular
classes of problems. These neural network models define the current state of
the art and permit meaningful discussions. Groups of models may share some
common features, but no one characteristic is applicable to all models. This
section explains the significance of some of the more common features, then
describes differentiating characteristics of the more widely referenced mod-
els. Model, origin, and best application are noted, relation to other models is

n explained, and practical advice on use is offered.

I The rudimentary Perceptron neural net developed in section 2 exhibits char-
acteristics common to most other models. Each model neuron, or processing
element, functions independently of ali others. Each element in a layer re-
ceives input from many elements of the previous layer. The input contribu-
tion from any one elemen_ in a previous layer to a single element of_he next
layer becomes increasingly small as the number of elements becomes very
large. This fact. along with independence of operation of each element, im-
plies that operation of a large neural net would not be measurably affected
should one element fail. Similarly, the memory or "programming" is embod-
ied in the collective state of all of the synapses throughout the entire net-
work; no single fact is stored at any one synapse. This characteristic means
memory is distributed over the network such that loss of a portion will not af-

- fect performance. This fault-tolerant characteristic can only be physically
true ifhardware conforms to the logical model. Most neural nets available to-
day are actually software simulations, but this is expected to change. Distrib-
uted computation and sLorage is also responsible for generalization; when
presented with an input not previously programmed, the net will select the
output appropriate for the pattern that is the closest match; the net will "fill
in the blanks" or take a guess. Associative memory is also an outfall of distrib-
uted storage, in which an entire stored dataset is recalled when queried by
only a portion of the input data.

..... _
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Training

Neural nets would not exist without training. Difficulty of training caused
many early researchers to go elsewhere. Bernard Widrow gave up on neural
nets in 1958, and turned his talents to making digital signal processors. He
created the ADALINE and MADALINE digital signal processors, without
which long-distance telephone calls would have ringing echoes. The
ADALINE is essentially an adaptive single neuron digital signal processor,
most significant for its tra::ning algorithm.

Training neural nets typically takes far more time than using one in produc-
tion. Algorithms for training many types of neural nets essentially just
"guess" at small changes in synaptic weights and hence require many thou-
sands of training cycles, although generalizations are difficult. For example,
Hopfield nets aren't really trained at all; and the ART nets are trained in just
one presentation of input. Learning has been shown mathematically to be a
difficult problem, especially in the case of unsupervised learning.

In supervised learning, the neural net, fvnctioning as an input-output device,
is presented with input, with the desired output known. The difference be-
tween the net output and the desired output is then used to adjust the synap-
tic weights. In unsupervised learning, the net must be able to group input
and output classes into associated categories without any external guidance.

There are many training algorithms, usually associated with a particular neu-
ral net model or researcher. We will not go into any explanations now, but
some include coincidence learning, of which Hebb learning is an instance; per-

1! formance learning, of which Widrow/Adaline learning is an example; competi-
_ tive learning; and reinforcement learning.J
1
t,

,i

Stability and Convergence

During the 1960s, mathematical properties of large numbers of separately
functioning processing elements were thought by many to be intractible.
Think of it: many independent processing elements with non-linear outputs,
each with many variable and adjustable inputs, perhaps several layers of
such, with feedback to previous layers. Advances in electronics had been fu-
eled for a half century on the well-developed linear math theory; non-linear
math just wasn't accommodating. One of Grossberg's many contributions is
that he was able to demonstrate that if a neural network model conformed
with a general model (and most do conform with Grossberg's model), if some
mathematical conditions were met, then the net could be proven to converge
to a stable solution. A visual analogy of this method of solution is that for
some given (frozen) set of synaptic weights and/or inputs, the state space of

14
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the neural net can be envisicn_U as hilly terrain or a mountain range. The
stable solution is found by starting from initial conditions, envisioning a ball
rolling down the hillside, until it comes to rest in a valley. One continuing
problem of this neural net solutionmalong with its progenitor, system identifi-
cation of control engineering--is that the valley found is not assured to be the
lowest valley. That is, the net may find a/ocal minimum, but is not assured
of finding a global minimum. For many classes of practical problems, finding
a goodsolution---notthemathematicallyoptimalsolution--isallthatisre-

! quired. _

_i Under some con_tions,theballrepresentingthesolutionmay ultimatelyend
. _ up rollingaround_th_depressionofthevalleyina chaoticmanner.The cha-

oticsolutionwouldremainamathematicalcuriosityandan unwantedsideef-
fect,wereitnotforsome recentworkbyWalterFreeman oftheUniversityof
Californiaand otherssuggestingthatchaoticbehaviorunderliessome func-
tionofhigherrecognition.Forsome timeithasbeengenerallyacceptedthat
visualfeaturesareprocessedindependentlyinseparateareasofthebrain.
Forexample,thecolor,texture,andoutlineofan objectsreprocessedindif-
ferentvisualcortexareas.How thefeaturesthatcorrespondtoa singleobject
areidentifiedand thenrepresentedtoa higherlevelofcognitionhasre-
maineda mystery.Chaoticdynamicscouldpossiblyassistinrecognitionby
permittingsimultaneousneuronresponsefromseparateareas.Thislineofre-
searchhasjustariseninthelastseveralyears.Grossberghasjustpublished
a proposedexplanationwithmodeledsimulation,butmuch work yetneedsto
bedone.

Development of the Models

Unfortunately, a neural network cannot be created based on what has been
presented so far and be expected to work. Each of the generic models has

I been specifically crafted to work on a particular problem, with specific pa-rameters and training methods, and practically, there is no specific "stand-

ard" for any of the models. In each instance of an application, one must

re-create a standard model and then tune it. This represents an extreme case
of non-standardization. Lack of any standardization may hurt the industry,

I but no relief will be found soon. Semiconductor chip implementations will

probably have wider variance than software simulations.

Perceptron Training

I Now let us see an example of the simplest neural network, the one-layer, two-unit Perceptron shown in Figure 5 (see the next page):

'! '" I I I I ' I {
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Figure 5: A simple neural network

The two x inputs represent a measure of two different features of a problem
for which you wish to discriminate between two different states for each of
the two outputs, y. What Minsky proved was that at best, each output of this
simple net could only be determined if the inputs fell on one or the other side
of a discriminaut line. Figure 6 contains a representative drawing of the in-
puts:

X
1

y 1decisionline

_-- ×Z

/ //_ yzdecision line

Figure 6: Inputs to a simple neural network

This simplest net could be trained to recognize a distinct region or input con-
dition corresponding to A, but in a one-layer implementation cannot discrimi-
nate a condition of A OR B.

16
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This network can be tr_ned as follows:

1. Initialize the weights to some random value in the middle of the opera-
tive range, say to 0.35 and 0.55 if our permitted range is between 0 and 1.

2. Present a training sample to the inputs x and calculate the output:

I Y' = f[wx + wx]
l 3. Knowing that the desired output is some value we will call d, calculate
t the next value of the weights as being the old value for a particular input

plus some of the error, (d-y), times the input value for that weight:

w " = w =_+ a (d- y) x
1 1 !

where a < 0.1, to control the rate of change

4. Repeat the processmany times, until you consistently achieve the per-
formance desired.

Real-worldtrainingcanbecomeenormouslymore complexthanthis,butthe
trainingprocessisbasicallysimilar.

As apracticalmatter,trainingthenetwillrequiremany iterations.A good
approachtotraininginvolvesgroupingalargevolumeofreal-worlddatainto
separatesets,calledthetrainingsetsand testingsets,beforetrainingthenet.
Criteriaareestablishedinadvancetodeterminehow goodtheoutputresults
havetobebeforeapplyingallofthetestingsettothetrainednet.Perfection
isseldomrealizedinpracticalusage.The purposeofdesignatingtraining
sets,testingsets,and c_teriainadvanceistoavoidovertraining,wherebyex-
cessivetrainingtoonesetofcriteriaresultsinlossofgeneralizationorhigher
errorrateswhen presentedwithunexperiencedinput.

Back-propagation

The Kolmogorov/Cybenko theorems say any discriminant function can be
achieved with only one hidden layer of a multi-layer Perceptron, but doesn't
say how. The back-propagation algorithm, gives a method of training the
weight units of the hidden layers. It was initially discovered by Paul Werbos
and reported in his 1974 Ph.D. dissertation at Harvard, but remained ob-
scure until popularized by the PDP group under Rumelhart in the mid 1980so
Back,-prop creates a method of assigning credit to those units and weights
most responsible for output error, using additional neurons for feedback.
Back-prop solves the Credit Assignment Problem that was cited by Minsky as
a major reason that neural network research would be fruitless. Back-prop is
a major cause of the re-surgence of neural nets, and continues to be the work-

L fl [[ [ [ H [ J
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horse of the industry. Hundreds of very successful applications use back-
prop. (Specifics of back-propagation are beyond the scope of this paper.)

Assuming that back-prop works, we can build a net that recognizes input and
creates an output as follows inFigure 7:

Figure 7: Neural network utilizing a back-prop

The inputs could be a two-dimensional pattern, such as the set of English let.
ters. The desired output is that only one output unit produces a large signal,
indicating recognition of the presented letter.

Theoretically, this neural net should be able to recognize and classify almost
anything. But it has several shortcomings. For one, back-prop training is ex-
tremely slow and involves many calculations. As a result, it is not reasonably
adaptable to real-time changes in input.

Other enhancements to our simple net could include an output function
which would guarantee that only one output neuron would be activated,
while the rest are (nearly) zero. Another enhancement could be that the input
signals could be "sharpened" if the essential features of our input set could be
identified in advance. Both of these features can be created by additional lay-
ers of network that perform similar functions, both involving feedback within
that one layer. Many models and names exist to model functions such as
these. Our simple model does not yet use feedback, so successfully employed
in all engineering disciplines.

Hebbian Learning

Sometimes we may want a neural net to do the opposite of what our simple
model does. We want a net which will take the individual keys of a keyboard
as input and produce a visual pattern for the output.

] ]]1 ii ] ] i I li iiii iii II -
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Grossberg calls this "spatial pattern learning" using au "outstar." We could
create a model that looks like Figure 8:

A
B
C

Figure8: Inputsto a simple neural network

We would train this net with Hebbian learning, which implements the classi.
cal conditioning as explained by Pavlov. Hebbian learning can be stated de-
scribed as follows: To assodate an input (the category A in the figure) with an
output (the pattern A), increase the weights between only the active elements
of the input and output. This is very simple conceptually, but has a few prob-
lems in practice. A more practical implementation is Grossberg's neo-Hebbian
learning. An even better implementation, almost a perfect model of psycho-
logical learning, is the Drive Reinforcement Theory (DRT) created by Harry
Klopf, which incorporates a time-convolution of stimulus and response. DRT
has demonstrated the ability to learn a classical neural net demonstration,
"broom-balancing," in one training sample.

Recurrent Nets, LTM,and STM

Now, what if we put these nets back-to-back, where the outputs of our first
model are the inputs to the second model? We have a machine which can re-
produce its input--pretty useless. But what if we now take the output of the
combined net to be some of the input, together with the input to be recognized
(see Figure 9 on the next page)?

III I I I I lH I III
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Figure 9: A recurrent net

Assuming the outputs of the net to be zero initially, the inputsignal begins to
select an intermediate neuron indicating recognition of a letter, which in _urn

reproduces the presented input, to selectively enhance the letter to be recog-
nized. The recognized image would seem to resonate back and forth between
the dual nets. The goal is better recognition of the input, and perhaps better
selectivity based on more subtle features. This analogy i_ an enormous simpli-
fication of the math, dynamics, and possibility for problems, but does iUus-
trate feedback, or a recurrent neural net.

The recurrent net now has memory that is an active function of the output or
internal variables but which is not stored in any synaptic weights. This inter-
nal activation function is called Short Term Memory or STM, as opposed to

the memory embodied in the synaptic weights, called Long Term Memory or
LTM.

How associative memory works can now be better understood. If presented

with just the lower half of the letter A, the internal recognition unit repre-
senting A may still respond a little more strongly than the other units, which
would eventually lead to the complete recreation of the output pattern A.

ARTI, II, and III

ART, Adaptive Resonance Theory, represents a class of models created by
Grossberg that is somewhat similar to the analogy just developed. In the
ART I model, inputs are restricted to being binary 0s or ls, as are the out-

puts. The ART models have the ability to "automatically" create new output

II
IIII I
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categories from uncommitted or recycled processing elements, although the
method seems artificial and biologically improbable. This feature could be ex-
tremely important, however, for it permits automatic "fine timing _ based on
experience. For example, a machine discriminating "truck" from "car" needs
to put more emphasis on particular features when presented with examples
of small pick-up trucks and Caminos. One way of doing so is to create new
separate categories around the area of transition. In practice, ali of the ART
models are quite complex, with each element of the two layers actually com-
posed of six neurons, and with a complex time sequence of events.

ART II extends the concept to the case where the inputs can be analog vari-
ables. It is much more complex than ART I, and in practice just does not work
very weil.

ART III is an interesting case conceived by Gall Carpenter about two years
ago. One problem with recurrent neural nets is that the feedback has a ten-
dency to lock attention onto one solution, whereby only a very large change in
input can move out of its state. Some schemes use the equivalent of a "master
reset" to zero out ali internal states, so that a new, unbiased, selection can be
made. Obviously inelegant but biologically plausible. Frequently, a more de-
sirable function would be to temporarily discard the currently selected output
to evaluate whether other patterns which are close are actually a better fit.

From biology, it had long been known that a continuously excited nerve will
temporarily exhaust its ability to produce chemical neurotransmitters at its
output terminals. Carpenter carefully modeled this depletion in ART II to see
how behavior was affected. Depletion caused the state space around the solu-
tion to become periodically disrupted, but tke terrain of state space not near
the current solution did not change. Effectively, this discovery means that at-
tention will wander somewhat, and the currently selected output will be peri-
odically re-evaluated with respect to similar things. The overall context, or
continuity, of the state of memory is preserved. In our conceptual conver-
gence model, the ball in the valley is "kicked" a little ways from the vaUey
where it settled, rather than being dropped onto the mountain range at a
new, random position. Because ART III is new, and since it requires more de-
tailed math than most standard models, little research has yet been done.
ART III could be a significant advance.

Ali ART models share three shortcomings:

1. The loss of one element of the second layer results in the loss of an en-
tire category (the "grandmother cell" problem).

2. ART can't represent hierarchical information.

3. The number of stored categories is limited to the number of units in the
second layer.

]] ]]1 ] I I! [] I]11 ]
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Hopfield Nets

Hopfield nets are recurrent nets of a slightly different type, as Figure 10
shows.

......... Inputcross-
..,.. barmatrix

I consistsof

I _ _I outputs.

i ,,,,,,,,

Figure 10: A Hopfield net

All outputs are fed back into the input field, but the output of an element is
not fed back into that same element. The weights represent the constraints of
the problem to be solved. No training is involved. The Hopfield net has been
successfully used in problems with tight mathematical constraints, such as
the "traveling salesman" problem, or an anti-ballistic miss|e defense target-
ing problem.

Hopfield played a major role in rejuvenating neural net research in 1984. His
prominence as a physicist and his meticulous mathematical formulation car-
tied as much weight as his concept of energy as a function of neural nets to be
minimized. The analogy of a ball rolling down a terrain contains this energy
concept. Grossberg claims that his earlier neural model and energy function
is a mathematical superset of t]opfield's work, but Hopfield's contribution is
undeniable.

Note that all outputs of the Hopfield net are fed around so that all units can
receive input from them. This arrangement is called a fully-connected or cross-
bar net. The number of weights and computations increases dramatically
with the number of units, and the computation is also reiterative. Most prob-
lems that one would like to solve with these nets demand large numbers of

units. Hence, the performance of this class of nets (which include the Brsin-
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State-in-a.BoxandBi-directionalAssociativeMemory)isrelativelylow.This
classwillbeofmorevaluewhen theycanberealizedoptically,asdemon-
stratedbyNebilFarhatand DemetriPsaltis,orinintegratedc:rcuits.

Boltzman Machine and Simulated Annealing

The Boltzman Machine model is essentially a discrete time variation of the
Hopfield network, using a concept of temperature to search the lowest point
in energy space. Simulated annealing is a technique using this variable
called emperature to randomly "shake" the terrain accordinb' to the math of
statistical thermodynamics to ensure that the conceptual ball rolling down-
hill does not get stuck.

Kohonen Nets

Kohonen nets deserve special notice because they do work very well in prac-
tice, with relatively few mathematical operations, categorizing automatically
in an unsupervised manner. Kohonen set out to model the biological phe-
nomenon that spreads a learned feature space over a continuous area of
physical cortex. An optimum equiprobable distribution of continuously-
learned weight vectors produces a contiguous set of units. Frequently, a Ko-
honen layer will be used to help "clean up" data into categories before being
applied to other neural nets.

[]

i Temporal Nets
Sometimes one may wish either to recognize a complex time sequence or exe-
cute a sequence of actions rather than analyzing a static set of data. Any of
the associative memories we have already discussed can be given temporal
properties by feeding output back as input, but the specifics of the math re-
quired can be demanding. An avalanche sequence output generator is a con-
ceptual extension of the winner-take-ali idea, whereby one unit is activated
at a time in a learned sequence. The recurrent back-prop extends the back-
prop algorithm through time through feedback, but with horrendous math.
The spatio-temporal net can recognize patterns that occur over time.

I I I II II I I IIIII I II
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4 Applications

Vision

Practical machine recognition of pictures has long been a goal of researchers
and developers. Experience has shown that functional decomposition of vision
is appropriate_ following biology. Biological neural nets decompose recogni-
tion into separate concurrent and sequential functions. The first function per-
formed in the retina after reception of the light photon by the rod or cone
cells enhances features important to survival. This function is called "early vi-
sion," and consists of compensation of the variation in light intensity, enhanc-
ing contrast across boundaries, and perhaps data reduction into line outline
drawings.

After "early vision," the ability to detect and track motion is important, as is
the ability to recognize objects. Suprisingly, biological brains seem to process
these functions simultaneously, in parallel, in separate areas. Research into
the requirements of weapon systems has indicated that a similar partition of
the problem is most effective. (This may be more than coincidence, since a bio-
logical organism's most basic requirement is defense, and offense _f a preda-
tor.)

Compensationthroughouta layerofa neuralnetand featureenhancement
areaccomlished+,hrougha layerofelementsthatarestronglyinterconnected
witheachother.Such aninterconnectedlayerperforminga specificfunction
is sometimes called a field. Biological evidence indicates that brain cortex is
composed of sheets of layered fields stacked on top of each other, each per-
f_rming some as yet unknown function.

A field can be set up to perform the "winner-take-all" function used for many
nets, but a slight variant of this same field ca_ be used to reduce a visual
field of neurons to a "line drawing," a more compact set of features from
which to apply a higher level of pattern recognition. "Hidden lines," which
cause havoc in statistical pattern recognition or AI machine vision, can be
automatically anticipated and filled in using a variation in field set-up. Prop-
erties of modelled fields of neurons can account for cognitive functions such
as the "Kanisza triangle." In the Kanisza triangle, one can clearly see a trian-
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gle where there is none; its existence is infered from the background (see Fig-
tu'e11).

X - ill /

Figure 1I" TheKaniszatriangle

These seem to be innate pattern recognition functions that are virtually im-
possible to program into a rule-based or procedural system. This massively
parallel, constantly driving pattern-searching mechanism may underlie much
of what is considered higher cognitive functions.

ProcessControl

Use of neural nets for process control has not been pursued nearly so vigor-
ously as pattern recognition, presumably because conventional control engi-
neering works well. Control is largely a solved engineering problem, whereas
real-world pattern recognition remains essentially an intractible problem.
Nonetheless, the neural network's potential for adaptive and hierarchical con-
trol is great. Many vendors of classical control systems have neural network
development projects underway. A theory which will describe a neural net's
ability to act as an anticipative control may soon be published, permitting
both the controlled variable and all of its higher-order derivatives to be arbi-
trarily close to ideal.

i L_ II II III J
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Robotics

Intelligent robotic control has two main components: perception of the exter-
nal world and activation of its effectors. Quite a bit is known about biological
control systems, stemming Froma vast background of research. Neural net
models for action go back to the Cerebellu]ar Model Articulation Controller
(CMAC) of the early 1970s, based on a firm understanding of the function of
the biological cerebellum. Grossberg and his numerous co-authors have cre-
ated an extensive set of models, which both describe biolo_cal control func-
tion and can serve as a blueprint for robotic control. Grossberg claims to have
dedu-ed some specific internal brain functions based on his models, which led
to his prediction of certain EEG waves which were later verified.

MAVIN is the most advanced robotic platform for neural net experimentation
in the world today. MAVIN was created at MIT under Allen Waxman to test
theories about integration of various neural network functions. Unlike any
other robot, all of MAVIN's functions are computed by an interconnected net-
work of specific-function neural nets. The schematic of Figure 12 (on the next
page) shows the architecture.
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Figure 12: MAVIN robot schematic

MAIN carries on the mobile platform only that which is necessary; comput-
ers for the neural nets are rack-mounted Sun workstations and dedicated

processors. Note that one network is called "emotion." Grossberg claims that
intelligent behavior must be driven, or moderated, by some function which
performs many of the same objectives as the "emotion" that humans relate to.

Robotic research i_ being attacked from a new, recently popularized angle.
MIT's Rodney Brooks is building small, real-time robots based on "subsump-
tion architecture." Subsumption architecture means that each low-level arm
control function has certain innate behaviors. Only after a low-level control
function has been learned is it allowed to be moderated, or orchestrated, by a

higher-level layer. Subsumption architecture is patterened on biology. Not all
motion is directed by the high levels of the brain: when you grab a hot frying

pan, your arm instinctively retracts. Retraction is directly controlled by spi-
_.xl chord ganglia as a survival reflex. Inhibition andvoluntary movement oc-
cur only after higher level nerves direct the survival reflex to be overriden.
These elements of reflex and hierarchical control are major considerations in
neural _eLwork control models.

[__ I I I I I
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Specific Applications

Applications that have successfully used neural networks are numerous. This
section lists either applications or projects that have utilized neural net-
works, successfully. No detailed description or evaluation is attempted in so
short a space. In nearly all cases, the function performed by neural networks
could be accomplished by some other method. The reason for using neural
nets is that the application can be accomplished better and faster.

Uhrlg's DOE'Work

Dr. Robert Uhrig of the University of Tennesee is concluding a three year
U.S. Department of E',:nergy(DOE) contract to explore the use of neural net-
works in nuclear reac_tor applications. He has investigated such applications
as:

• monitoring check valves to determine pending failure

• monit_oring rotating machinery to determine pending bear-
ing failure

• validaition of sensor signals to determine out-of-specifica-
tion sensors

• emulation ofcore reloading calculations to optimize output
energy or produced materials

• detection of change of mode ofnuclear reactor operation

• modeling plant thermodynamics to increase efficiency

• diagnostics in real-time of reactor faults (using the Watts-
Barr simulator)

DOE Projects

Dr. Bruce Denby of FermiLab is adapting a neural net to recognize, in almost
real-time, patterns of events occurring in high-energy particle detectors that
signify a possibly interesting event. His net will be a trigger to other instru-
mentation equipment which will then capture detailed data.

Robert Farber and Alan Lapedes at Los Alamos used a neural net to identify
segments of DNA that are biologically active. Their net uncovered a pre-
viously unknown correlation that people and the previous statistical tech-
niques had overlooked. Most of the National Laboratories have undertaken
projects utilizing neural nets for such diverse functions as spectral analysis of

[ II Iii
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spectroscopic data, intrusion detection, modelling biological populations, and
many others.

Industry Usage

Many successful industry applications of neural nets are embedded and
hence tend to become invisible. For example, all design win.ins in the last
two years for handwriting recognition uses neural networking technology or
concepts. This includes the pen-based, hand-held computers which are becom-
ing popular now.

A representative list of other industry applications is:

• truck backer-upper for tractor-semi-trailers

• apple sorting

• engine diagnostics

• speech recognition

• textto speech conversion

• diagnosis of electronic equipment

• flight control compensation

• simulation of flight maneuvers

• articulated robotic arm control

• chemical process control

• chemical compound prediction

• inspection of labels on canned product lines• image compression and data compression

• targeting of incoming missles in an SDI program
• fingerprint recognition

• medical field applications

• sonogram diagnosis

• radiographic diagnosis

• cell type identification

I • EKG noise filtering
I

• diagnosis of diseases

II_ irl I I III I I IIIII
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, modeling olfactory systems

, defense applications

o radar classification

• automatic target recognition

o tank tracking

• pulse radar detection

, multi-sensor fusion

• sonar pattern recognition

• weapons aiming and steering

, vision systems

o investments/market prediction

o stocks

• bonds

• interest rates

• bankruptcies

• loan underwriting

• mortgage approvals

: • insurance rating

- o evaluating risk

_ o predicting pay-out

in These applications demonstrate the types of computationally difficult prob-
li lems to which neural networks can be applied. This list is not complete, of

I course, nor does it indicate the extent to which the neural nets were used in
- the applications. In most cases, the neural net was used for a well-defined,

I specific function within the application. Most of these success stories containsome anecdote as to why the problem was impossible, or at least improbably

I difficult, without neural nets.

_ I I lIH
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Practical Use Considerations

One cannot apply neural nets to au application with the hope that the burden
of knowing that application will be eliminated. But neural nets can be suc-
cessfully employed in domains where only incomplete knowledge is currently
available. For example, several developers have reported that a repre-
sentative time to develop au application using neural nets to perform func-
tions like expert systems is one tenth of whatit would be for a human expert
to encode his or her knowledge. Frequently?,_}iehuman expert does not know
the rules, but rather has a "feel" for the answer. Neural nets can sometimes

model that behavior without having rules to explain it.
/

Another potentially successful application is data analysis. Neural networks
are excellent at data analysis, frequently uncovering correlations not seen be-
fore. The financial community is findlng that neural nets are the best method
currently known for analyzing the volumes of existing data with interrelated
variables. Neural nets excel in applications where a great many training ex-
amples are known, where the problem is basically one of pattern recognition,
and where not ali of the rules are explicit.

In nearly ali cases, neural nets are one of a suite of tools applied to the prob-
lem, not the total solution. Each part of a complex problem is best solved by a

° technique which works best on that part.

_ Oi_en, the neural net part of a solution involves a cascade of neural nets,

whereby the output of one neural net model feeds into the input of another
neural net model.

Several neural net models have a "winner-take-all" structure, whereby one
node assumes ascendance over all other nodes. As a simple model of a small
net, this structure works well. However, as the number of nodes expands, the
necessity of conforming to a closer biological analog of distributed repre-
sentation is necessary to avoid the "grandmother cell" problem, whereby loss
of a single processing element or neuron will result in the loss of an entire

f category of learned objects. When the winner-take-ali function is applied to
only a local neighborhood subset of the entire network layer, then distributed

i pattern representation will occur. This problem has received little attention
because of inadequate tools.

Most of the existing training algorithms have not yet proven they can be ex-
tended over large nets. In fact, the Perceptron/back-prop algorithm will not

' converge over a large number of processing elements.

I Because the back-prop algorithm assigns credit of incorrect answers back-ii
ward based on au estimated assignment error, back-prop should not be used

f_
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for more than a three-layer net. Experience also indicates that additional lay-
ers are of little additional benefit.

Software Resources

Several programs from which one can construct neural network application
are available commercially. The following are the most prominent of those
products.

• NeuralWorks by NeuralWare is the most complete and
most complex package for developing real applications for
the PC.

• Explorer Net 2000 by HNC runs only under Windows 3.0
on the PC, and is good for training.

• l_rainmaker from California Scientific uses on!y the back-
p-ropagation algorithm, but can optionally download com-
puted weight-sets onto a plug-in hardware board that uses
the Intel neural chip set.

• MacBrain is a simple teaching tool available for the Macin-
tosh only.

• Plexi by Lucid is available for Sun workstations only, and
is quite expensive.

• Neural Network Utility/400, just released byIBM, runs
in a client-server fashion, but the server must be an AS/400
computer. Intended applications include business-oriented
functions, presumably utilizing data already stored on the
AS/400. Applications suggested in the manual include
credit scoring, sales forecasting, labor scheduling, sales or-
der processing, product-to-specification advisor, marketing
data analysis, and truck routing.

Frequently, once neural network application has been proven, the code will
be rewritten, usually in C for efficiency and careful control of tuning parame-
ters before being put into production.

Potential SRSApplications

A first estimation of applications where neural networks could be successfully
applied in the SRS environment include the following:

• Data validation in which exceptional catego_ri'es or vari- _
ables beyond certain limits are exceeded. Application areas
include J_usiness data, technical data, experimental data,
and process data.
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, Novelty.filter in which a well-known plant process is moni-
tored to detect_the occurence of an unusual re,on of opera-
tion. Output of the filter wo_l,]_]notifypersonnel toinvestigate, and possibly t_:i!_g_:ran _Uexpert system to be-
gin analysis and diagnosis of the problem. If, a_ter thorough
investigation, the condition were round to be normal, the oc-
curence would be incorporated into the neural net filter as
normal operation.

o Sensor validation. One sensor variable in a process or re-
actor is nearly always correlated with other measured vari-
ables. Trained on sufficient real or simulated data, a neural
network could detect the failure of a sensor, or its drii_ out
of specification.

e Reactor or process surveillance would constantly moni-
tor the process states, continuously verifying a correct enve-
lope of variables. If also trained with simulated data, the
neural net could determine the source of a malfunction very
rapidly.

• Vibration data analysis, possiblyin continuous real-time
monitoring, to determine correct operation of rotating ma-
chinery, such as pump-motors, by listening for abnormal
features in the presence of great noise.

• Visual Q/A inspection is most useful for manufactured
, product lines, but is effective in any situation where numer-

ous items of one or a few types need verification.

• Chemical analysis, whereby voluminous data from many
components may be embedded in noise, such as gas chroma-
tography or spectrophotometry.

• Robotic applications including many functions, such as
vision or directional camera control, navigation through
mul_ti-sensor fusion, steering and propulslon control, and ar-
ticulated arm control. The existing robot fleet is remotely-
controlled by wire or radio, and hence lacks speed and
smoothness of coordinated control systems. Autonomous op-
eration would be a significant asset under many use scenar-
ios.

• Scheduling of labor, resources, machinery, truck routes, or
any bounded-constraint type of problem. Determination of
priority of projects based on limited resources o_'people, fa-
cilities, time, and money operating within a qu.antifiable de-
mand is a problem that falls this category, but human
judgment cannot be appropriately quantified as a variable.
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5 Hardware

Workstations

Most of the neural nets you can buy for your workstation today are actually
software simulations of neural nets. Many useful functions can be performed
in 20 to 40 logical processing units, so computation of weights and outputs
during use is quite feasible. Learning the weights based on training samples
usually takes much longer, but several hours or overnight runs are feasible.
A rough measure of the power or speed of neural net computations is connec-
tions per second, and reflects multiplications, additions, and distributions
that can be performed per unit of time over a given network.

mm

Some neural net solutions involve plug-in hardware for your workstation.
Most of these use a fast microprocessor with dedicated onboard memory,
driven by modules optimized to perform specific neural models. A few which
utilize neural net chips or VLSI are appearing. HNC offers the Anza/DP Plus
neural net coprocessor for a PC which can perform 7.5 million connections-
per-Second.

Parallel Processing
=mN

q Supercomputers can do neural net simulations well, up to a limit, because
they are designed to do vectorization or pipelining wit_. the parallelization

i necessary to execute matrix operations quickly. Software simulations of neu-

I ral m:_tsare largely matrix operations.

Several massively parallel computers are available now, and more are under

development. Neural networks executed on these machines to date have not
demonstrated the performance one may expect given the number of proces-
sors. Perhaps the reason is that researchers have just not fitted the algo-
rithms to the machine well. A more fundamental reason may be that
communications architecture within most parallel processors does not appro-
priately accommodate the requirements of neural nets. The communications
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problem among processing elements was the primary design goal when
Daniel Hillis created his Connection Machine, a massively parallel processor
with up to 64,000 processors. 2_ere is little doubt that neural nets and paral-
lel processors will mesh with each other; they may become inseparable.

Integrated Circuits

Neural network chips typically simulate from 4 to 32 neurons on a single
chip. Architectures of the chips vary widely. Analog versus digital computa-
tion is a major issue. Computiug the weight functions based on inputs, sum-
ming the result, and _n-linear filtering of the output are basically analog
operations. Some chips implement these functions in analog on-chip. Supris-
ingly, computation time is usually longer, because of settling time. These cir-
cuits also have more noise and less reproducible results than digital
computation. Getting signals on- and off-chip is also a problem for loading ex-
ternally-computed weights, inputs, and outputs.

Massively parallel neural chip architectures will permit neural nets to be ex-
panded in extent (nodes), permitting parallellism and computing power yet
unknown.

Many--maybe most--integrated circuit manufacturers are developing neural
net chips because the structure of neural nets mimics the marketing dynam-
ics of integrated circuits. That is, if the problem of extending neural net sig-
nals between many chips is solved, then many identical circuits can be
connected in a grid-like pattern to create much larger nets. It is most eco-
nomical for chip manufacturers to sell large volumes of identical chips. A
good toe-hold early in this expanding market could result in a tremendous voi-
ume of sales.

Currently available commercial products are shown below. Several others
were developed in universities or for internal use within several compardes,
but are not available commercially.

One could conjecture that neural nets will provide chip makers with incen-
Livesfor innovation and new chip architectures for at least a couple of dec-
ades. Some currently available chips are the following:

, Intel's 80170 Electrically Trainable Artificial Neural Net-
work (ETANN) chip is an analog implementation whose
weights must be downloaded. No training is supported on-
chip. Training must be done by a software simulation be-
fore downloading the weights onto the chip, a process which
can take perhaps ten minutes. California Scientific's Brain-
maker program has an interface designed to work with the
Intel chips.

• NHC's NEP is an analog implemenation. HNC is by far the
largest company currently in the neural networks industry,
primarily in consultiug and software.

-i" _ I I I _ I II I I
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• Neural Semiconductor's NU32 and SU 3232 chips use a
pulse-train technology, emulating biology, to assist in over-
coming several problems of implementation, especially the
off-chip communications problem. Network confi_lration_s
and weights must be downloaded, a process which can take
some time. On-chip learning is not supportea.

. Adaptive Solutions' chip is now go'ing into beta release,
with shipping dates before year's end. Learning is accom-
plished on-chip, resulting in much faster training times.
The company reports that the NetTalk demonstration appli-
cation that took four and a half hours to train on a Sun
workstation took six seconds to train on their chip. Al-
though not yet independently verified, this does represent
the increased speed expectedin dedicated-PUrpose chips.
The chip implements SIMD in an all-digital format. A com-
plete development system is also offered, for about $60,000.

These chips have not yet had time to be incorporated into commercial or inter-
nal products.

PNJunctions

Another category of neural network hardware was invented by Carver Mead,
a leader in the development of very large scale integrated circuits (VLSI).
Mead recognized that the nonlinear selection function, and the summing func-
tion, shared the same mathematical form as the equations for the semicon-
ductor PN junction. His circuits use a transistor in an unconventional mode,
called the sub-threshold region, to directly implement neural net functions in
the physics of the PN junction. Mead's approach could best be described as di-

. rectly embodying the physical analogs of biological nerves in silicon. The ad-
vantages are speed, extremely low power, and very high density. One
disadvantage is that these very weak signals can't travel very far. In many
applications, it is only necessary for neurons to connect with those close to
them. Mead has developed a VLSI for "early vision" and an electronic con-
chlear - the equivalent of early vision in hearing. Not meant as commercial
products, these circuits do provide an important tool for discovery, in the
same sense that visualization adds to simulation of physical processes.

= Mead's work could result in m_or advancement of practical applications.

i
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6 Optical Computing

Optical computing may become an important embodiment for neural comput-
ing. Thissectionexploreswhy,describinga littleofopticalcomputingalong
theway.Pleasenotethatopticalcomputinghasnotyetbecomemainstream
aftertwentyyearsofdevelopmentforgoodreasonswhichmay ormay notbe
solvedanytimesoon.Ifyouacceptthepremiseofopticalcomputing--orreject
itcompletely--youmay skipthissection.

The mostimportantparadigmofopticalcomputingusescoherentlaserlight
toperformfilteringorpatternmatchingfunctions.A schematicofa typical
setupisshown inFigure13.

Input Stor-go media in lho OuJ_1
Fourter tr_ndorm plsne

.11 .,,.r.o,m "Ik
,_.. Phas r e beo " %.%._

Figure13:Optical computing paradigm

Mathematically, the spatial Fourier transform function is being performed. It
has the characteristic that every feature of the input image is mapped to
every point in the filter or output plane, and all mappings (computations) are

In " iii Ji_
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performedsimultaneouslyinparallel.Thatcertainlydoeslookand soundlike
neuralnetworks,doesn'tit?

The equivalentofsynapticweightsarestoredasphase-preservedinterfer-
encepatternsknown asholograms.The conjecturethatthebrainand mind
may performholographic-likefunctionhasb_,enaroundforatleasttwenty
years.Numerous bookshavebeenpublishedonthisthesis,and researcharti-
clesaboutbiologicalmemory thatdonotusetheholographicparadigmare
frequentlysoflaggedinthetitle.

The advantagesofopticalholographiccomputingincludethefollowing:

1. Speed.An entireimageplaneorinputdatasetiscomputedallatone
::ime,atthespeedoflight,byaddinglightphasewavefronts.The limiting
factoristhespeedofresponseoftheinputmechanismsand outputdetec-
tors.

2. Size of input and output data sets. Again the limit is the input
transducers and output detectors.

3. Amount of storage. Bulk or volume holograms are potentially capable
of storing enormous amounts of data.

4. Associative pattern search. The best pattern match, even if based on
only partial input, is computed over all stored patterns. The input may be
trained to evoke a corresponding pattern or dataset.

Sounds even more like neural networks!

Optical computing may be the ultimate in parallel processing as well. The
computation is the addition or superposition of light waves; Mother Nature
does the computing--ali we have to do is catch the answer. Density of compu-
tation could become a real concern as integrated circuits become smaller. As
circuits become smaller, quantum interference effects of electrons make com-
putation unreliable. This limit is being approached now. Light waves, being
photons, are a different class of subatomic particles which don't interfer with
each other. This characteristic could permit extremely dense computation at
very low power levels.

Barriers to optical computing include the following:

1. Unavailability of adequate input and output devices. This is far
and away the largest problem. New understandings in quantum devices
are continually, if slowly, improving. Bell Laboratories inventions of the
SEED and quantum well surface lasers within the last few years may
lead to input transducers. MIT Lincoln Laboratories this past spring cre-
ated the MOET (Monolithic Optical-Electrical Transistor) specifically for
use in optical computing.
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2. Physicalstability.Forhologramstoworkweil,thephysicaldimen-
sionsmustbeheldaccuratetowithinlessthana wavelengthofthelight
beingused.Afterdevelopmentofgood,small-sized,I/Odevices,thiswill
probablycollapsetoan engineeringproblem.

Impressivecapabilityinholographicpatternrecognitionwas achieved20
yearsago.The barriersmentionedaboveweresignificant,astheyprecluded
reasonableintegrationwithmoreconventionalcomputingtechnologies.The
all-opticalcomputerseemsa technicallydesirabletarget,consideringthediffi-
cultyofconversionfromelectronictooptical,and viceversa,butwillnotbere-
alizedanytimesoon.

DespitetheI/Ohurdle,a more reasonable,nearer-termgoalwillbehybrid
computationwhereintheopticalcomponentsperformspecializedfunctions
suchaspatternorspeechrecognition.

Opticalcomputingand neuralnetworkingarebeingheavilyresearched,sepa-
ratelyandjointly,bythedefensecommunityforautomatictargetrecognition
and tracking.DemetriPsaltisand NebilFarhataremostwellknown intheci.
vilianresearchsectorforopticalneuralcomputing.Inclusionofthecapabilil-
ityofmultiplelayersofa neuralnetworkand feedbackwouldprobably
permittheembodimentofanyneuralnet.Psaltis'opticalneuralcomputerim-
plementstheHopfieldnet.
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7 Summary/Future

Neural networks have been extremely successful in appropriate applications.
yet they are still far from a mature technology. What path will they follow to
becoming universally accepted?

The success or at least potential of neural networks is paradoxically evi-
denced by the lack of reports of successful application. Entire industries are
apparently developing applications for competitive advantage, hence keeping

. projects and especially successes confidential.

| The financial industry is finding that neural nets can do a better job of deter-
| mining patterns and making predictions than any other technique known.

The control engineering industry has confidential development as well, be-
cause of the possibility of a revolutionary neural net control strategy. Neural
nets could offer much not possible with conventional controllers: the ability to
learn through observation, control processes based on a comprehensive esti-
mation of state, adjust flexibly to unanticipated inputs, enable direction by hi-
erarchical control elements, etc. Neural nets could bring entirely new
concepts and fundamentally different assumptions to this relatively mature
industry.

The Department of Defense is heavily investing in neural nets, partially
through its contractors, with emphasis on such things as target recognition,
tracldng, and targeting. The difficulty of these tasks is greater than one may

suspect because the conditions or observed variables are not known in human
experience. Real-time (and very fast !) response is mandatory under confus-
ing, possibly conflicting situations.

i Many of the networks or techniques mentioned in this paper have come into

existence within only the last three or four years. Hardware chip implementa-

tions are just becomming available now. No generic application solutions ex-
• ist, nor are these cookbook formulas to determine how to partition a problem.

And yet, despite tb_s immaturity, success in many areas has already been rec-
i ognized. The rapist ad,,ancement and potential of neural networks has been

demonstrated.
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Waiting for the technology of neural networks to mature before employment
may be inappropriate, depending on a company's business strategy. In those
situations where opportunity for discovery or competitive advantage could de-
pend on novel implementations to assist in'the achievement of a goal, waiting
implies loss of market and revenue.

Many in the field hold that neural networks as a separate discipline will dis-
appear, as happened to digital electronics or computer design. The technology
will become so inextricably intertwined with many other technologies and ap-
plications--a technical commodity on which to construct productsdthat neu-
ral network engineering and design will occur only in academia or within
commercial product design. Universality of a technology to the point where it
is invisible is ultimate ascendancy.
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Although many thousands of scientific articles have been published in many
diverse journals and magazines, there are currently only two scientific jour-
nals dedicated to neural networks:

Neural Networks, the official journal of the International Neural Network
Society, first started publishing in 1988. For subscription information con-
tact:

INNS Membership
PO Box 491166
Fort Washington, MD 20749

IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks is a journal available to members
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and associated or-
ganizations. It first started publication in Spring 1990.
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